
Wedu is an award-winning social enterprise that 
unlocks the leadership potential of women in Asia 
by providing inspiring mentorship and affordable 
financial support to complete higher education and 
become change-makers in their communities. We call 
them ‘Rising Stars’.

We envision a world where people from all corners of 
the world have the tools to change their lives and the 
society of their home country by being leaders of their 
own development. 

Rising Stars receive lifelong mentorship with mentors 
who have been carefully selected to best guide the 
mentee through their personal, professional, and 
leadership development. Rising Stars and mentors 
are paired and typically rematched yearly based on 
the mentees’ growth and development. 

Rising Stars develop a one-on-one mentoring 
relationship with their mentors, who will not only be 
their personal coach, but also a friend, a role model, 
and a source of guidance and encouragement. 

Wedu provides opportunities for Rising Stars 
to obtain affordable financial support to enable 
them to complete higher education. These include 
scholarships and loans of up to $5,000 a year. We 
are pioneering the design and implementation of the 
first Future Income Sharing Agreements (FISAs) in 
Southeast Asia, which will make university education 
even more affordable compared to other financing 
options currently available to students. 

Who is Wedu?

The Wedu Mentorship Program

Who is a Rising Star? 

Financial Support for Higher Education

What will you get as a Rising Star?

Do you believe in women’s leadership?

We select young women from Asia who exhibit strong 
leadership potential, have plans to or are already 
pursuing their higher education, and are committed 
to improving their local communities. 

DO YOU WANT  
TO JOIN THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF 
FEMALE LEADERS?

How to Apply
If you are interested to apply online, visit 
www.weduglobal.org/apply/rising-star

For more information, visit  
www.weduglobal.org  
or contact students@wedufund.org 

Menuka Gurung, Rising Star (Nepal)

As a Wedu Rising Star you will receive:

• Dedicated one-on-one, lifelong mentorship 
with mentors who are highly invested in 
your growth and education as a leader,

• Development of a strong bond with your 
mentor who will become a lasting friend,

• Opportunity to receive financial support 
for your university education.


